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Introduction: As a starting framework, let’s consider our understanding of research designs. We 

want to test whether (and to what extent) some social mechanism (i.e., intervention or policy) 

influences an outcome of interest.   

 

A highly important CJ example, “does police officer presence influence crime and disorder in 

hotspots?”  The Minneapolis and Kansas City patrol (replication) experimental designs showed 

us that indeed police officer presence corresponds with a reduction in crime and disorder.  The 

researchers used an experimental design to assess police program impact. 

 

Experimental Designs 

The value of true experiments is that they are the best design available for us to test: 

1) Whether there is an empirical association between an independent and dependent 

variable, 

2) Whether time-order is established in that the change in the independent variable(s) 

occurred before change in the dependent variable(s), 

3) Whether or not there was some extraneous variable that influenced the relationship 

between the independent and dependent variable. 

 

These designs also help isolate the mechanism of change and control for contextual influences. 

 

However, sometimes our studies under investigation do not allow for the creation of treatment 

and control groups with randomization.  There can be practical and ethical barriers to 

randomization (e.g., large scale interventions, sex offender programs, etc.).   

 

When this is the case, we typically rely on the most rigorous quasi-experimental design 

available to us to control for these same threats to validity. 
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Quasi-Experimental Designs (see Cook and Campbell (1979) for a more systematic review)1: 

1. Uncontrolled before- and after- designs – measure changes in an outcome before/after 

the introduction of a treatment – and thus any change is presumed to be due to the 

intervention (t-test). 

2. Controlled before- and after- designs – a control population is identified (either before 

the intervention or using an ex post facto design) – a between group difference estimator 

is used to assess intervention effect (e.g., difference-in-difference estimate). 

3. Time series designs – attempts to assess whether an intervention had an effect 

significantly greater than the underlying trend.  The pre-intervention serves as the control. 

 

So, when deciding to use an interrupted time series design, we essentially have a before and 

after design without a control group.  In real life, there may be a large scale program or 

intervention where no suitable comparison group can be identified (e.g., the financial Troubled 

Assets and Relief Program (TARP) bailouts in 2008 and 2009 that occurred nationwide).   

 

To use a criminal justice example, the Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence (CIRV) was a 

focused deterrence police-led intervention that took place across the entire city of Cincinnati 

(rather than within a specific neighborhood, as was the case with the ‘hotspots’ policing 

interventions mentioned above).   

 

The absence of a control group might lead researchers to simply conduct an ‘uncontrolled 

before/after design’ – but what is the problem here? 

 

With this type of design there are several threats to internal validity such as history, regression 

to the mean, contamination, external event effects, etc. 

 

Certainly using either controlled before/after designs or time series designs does not eliminate 

these threats to internal validity – but they can minimize their potential influence, provided 

certain theoretical, empirical, and statistical assumptions are met.  
                                                             
1 Cook, T.D. & Campbell, D.T. (1979). Quasi-Experimentation: Design and Analysis for Field Settings. Boston, 
MA: Houghton-Mifflin. 
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Time Series Designs Explained 

Time series designs attempt to detect whether an intervention has a significant effect on an 

outcome above and beyond some underlying trend.  Thus, time series designs increase our 

confidence with which the estimate of effect can be attributed to an intervention (though as noted 

earlier, they do not control for extraneous influences that occur uniquely between the pre/post 

intervention period and go unaccounted for, or unmeasured).   

 

In the time series design, data are collected at multiple time points (a standard ‘rule of thumb’ is 

roughly 40-60 observations – evenly split between pre/post intervention, though in actuality 

more pre/intervention measures are typically most important).   

 

We need a sufficient number of observations in order to obtain a stable estimate of the 

underlying trend.  If the post-intervention estimate (or slope) falls outside of the confidence 

interval of what the expected outcome would have been absent the intervention (i.e., the 

underlying trend) we are more confident in concluding the intervention had an impact on the 

outcome- and this change in the outcome is not likely due to chance.   

 
 
 
Figure 1: Visual Display of Time Series Design 
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Interrupted time series (e.g., Figure 1) is a special case of the time series design. 

 

The following is typically required of this design: 

A) The treatment/intervention must occur at a specific point in time,  

B) The series (outcome) is expected to change immediately and abruptly as a result of the 

intervention (though alternative functional forms can be fit). 

C) We have a clear pre-intervention functional form  

D) We have many pre-intervention observations 

E) No alternative (unmeasured factor) causes the change in the outcome 

 

 

What are some real world constraints to interrupted time series? 

A) Long span of data are not always available 

B) Measurement can change (e.g., domestic violence, gang or terrorism related incidents) 

C) Implementation of an intervention can span several periods (no unique onset) 

D) Instantaneous and abrupt effects are not always observed (alternative models are 

complicated) 

E) Effect sizes are typically small 

 

By understanding these assumptions and potential pitfalls, we have a solid foundation to move 

into actually modeling time series data. 

 

In this class, we are going to cover two time series approaches using STATA software. 

1 – Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) Time Series Analysis 

2 – Maximum Likelihood Time Series Analysis (Poisson and Negative Binomial Regression) 

 

Each of these approaches has strengths and limitations – based on assumptions of the models.   

 

But, before we go into detail for these models, let’s review how to open, operate and designate 
longitudinal data in STATA.   
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Open the “Cincinnati Only” SPSS data (to visually see the variables in ASCII format) 

 
These data were collected as part of a citywide police initiative designed to reduce vehicle 

crashes.  The onset period for the intervention was September 2006 (see Gerard et al., 2012 – 

Police Chief). 

Site = 1 (1 = Cincinnati).  

Injuries, Lninjuries (Log number of monthly injuries), and fatals are all monthly vehicle crash 

counts (outcome variables). 

Gas = fuel price average per month in Cincinnati (control variable to adjust for potential 

exposure). 

String_date = month-year (as is the case in Excel and SPSS).  Stata will always read this type of 

measure as a string.  

Monthly Dummy variables. 

I created MONTH and YEAR variables (Jan = 1, Feb = 2, etc. for all months, and YEAR = 

actual year).  These numeric measures allow for the creation of a monthly time variable. 

 

In order to designate the data as a MONTHLY TIME SERIES in STATA– its easiest to 

CREATE a DATE variable in STATA from numeric variables. 
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OPEN THE STATA FILE “Cincinnati Only” 

 

Type the following: 

gen date = ym(year, month)  [Generates new variable called “date”] 

format date %tm   [Formats the new date measure as a time variable] 

List date    [lists the dates you created – just as a check] 

tsset date, monthly   [designates time series, date variable in monthly format] 

 

*Delta = the gap between measures (1 month)* 

 

Note: At the beginning of every time series analysis (i.e., every time you open a new time series 
file)– be sure to run the tsset command first.   

 

Also, the lninjuries variable was already created.  You can create your own logged variable in 
stata (just as a guide for the future).   

gen loginjuries = log(injuries)  
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ALWAYS GET TO KNOW YOUR DATA FIRST!! 

 

summarize injuries lninjuries loginjuries fatals gas interven string_date month year date, 

detail 

 

Outcomes 

It’s clear that the INJURIES data suffers a great deal of overdispersion.   

Lninjuries appears quite normalized (kurtosis < 3 using STATA’s computation).  

And, fatals is pretty equally dispersed (variance is relatively similar to the mean). 

 

Independent Variables 

Interven = roughly 50% pre/post (the other iv’s are less important; discuss gas) 

 

GRAPHS & PLOTS (let’s graph the outcomes) both in terms of their distributional properties 
and to visually see their properties. 

histogram injuries, normal   [Not symmetric, slight right skew] 
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histogram lninjuries, normal   [fairly normalized] 

 

 

histogram fatals, normal    [Close to equidisperion] 
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Line Graphs 

twoway (tsline injuries)   

 

 

It is important to examine visually mean and variance stability (stationarity).   

• Mean stationarity = consistent mean across the series.  Here we see a clear downward 
shift (mean difference as time changes).  

• Variance stationarity = consistent variance (or spikes) across the series (similar to 
heteroscedasticity in the examination of residuals in OLS regression). 
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twoway (tsline lninjuries)   [use of logartithm didn’t address trend] 

 

 

twoway (tsline fatals)    [pattern is not quite as regular] 
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RUNNING ANALYSES 

Imagine if we use an uncontrolled before after design (mentioned earlier).  One such approach 
is a t-test – mean difference between pre/post intervention where the outcome measure (log 
number of monthly injury crashes) is approximately normally distributed – and can be grouped 
by the pre/post intervention periods. 

First, examine if the variances between pre/post intervention are significantly different for the 
logged serious crash count data (equal variances assumed). 

sdtest lninjuries, by (interven) 

No apparent variance difference (F = 1.053, p = .4308). 

 

Now run the t-test (assuming equal variances). 

ttest lninjuries, by(interven) 

Clearly we see a significant mean difference (diff = .238, se .029, t = 8.037, p <.05). 

 

Thus, the logged number of serious injury crashes declined by roughly .238 between pre/post 
intervention.  This equates to roughly a 21.2% decline (exp(-.238)) in the mean number of 
serious crashes between pre- and post-intervention. However, this analysis assumes the 
difference in mean scores is not caused by some underlying trend, temporal autocorrelation, or 
some other extraneous influence.  That’s a pretty large assumption!  And, if we have a seasonal 
influence yet our monthly observations are not exactly equivalent, that could lead to over/under 
estimation. 

 

Since this was a citywide initiative, we need to either: 

a) Find comparable sites to Cincinnati in the pre-intervention period and compare outcomes 
(using a controlled before/after design), and/or  

b) Control for underlying trend influences that might lead to the change in the mean differences 
we observed here (interrupted time series design). 

 

Today, we will focus on the latter. 
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Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) Models 
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Advantages:  

• ARIMA models allow us to use the Box and Jenkins (1976) 3 stage process of model: 

identification, estimation, and diagnosis. 2  In this sense, we can TEST and MODEL the 

underlying pre-intervention trends (and most importantly, there are statistical tests that 

help us accomplish this diagnosis). 

• ARIMA also allow us to control for serial (temporal) autocorrelation (both immediate 

and seasonal effects) – and again to test for these effects.     

 

 

Limitations/Problems: 

• ARIMA is designed to operate with normally distributed outcome variables (similar to 

OLS regression) through the use of a Gaussian function 

• ARIMA assumes that model residuals (random shock components) are NORMALLY 

DISTRIBUTED.  This is a MAJOR PROBLEM with COUNT DATA.   

• Even when we log-transform the data (e.g., injury vehicle crashes to logged injury crash 

counts) – the skewed nature of event counts can be a serious problem with ARIMA.  This 

is because the log transformation is often used as a correction for variance instability (i.e., 

non-stationarity).  If you need to ‘lag the series’ just to make it normalized – you won’t 

have as many options to address OTHER problems with time series data in ARIMA. 

• There is no specific ARIMA model readily available in statistics packages that allow us 

to model different distributions of outcomes (i.e., skewed outcomes) – though there is the 

AR Poisson Regression now available in STATA that is growing in popularity. 

 

  

                                                             
2 Box, G.E.P. & Jenkins, G.M. (1976). Time Series Analysis: Forecasting and Control. San Francisco, CA: Holden 
Day. 
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Analyses – After Viewing Descriptive Statistics and Graphs 

The only outcome we have here that is approximately normal is the logged number of serious 
vehicle crashes (though you will see because it started as a skewed measure, the fact we ‘spent’ 
the use of the natural log transformation to normalize gives us problems later). 

 

Let’s visually examine again. 

twoway (tsline lninjuries)  

 

What about the relationship between monthly fuel prices and serious vehicle crashes?  To 
explore the relationship between the two time series we use the xcorr command.  The graph 
below shows the correlation between monthly serious vehicle crashes and average fuel prices in 
Cincinnati. When using the xcorr command, list the independent variable first and the dependent 
variable second. 
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xcorr gas lninjuries, lags(10) xlabel(-10(1)10, grid) 

 

 

There certainly appears to be at least some relationship between the price of gasoline and serious 
vehicle crashes per month.  However, there also appears to be consistent ‘bends and drops’ in the 
cross correlation, further evidence suggesting THE DATA ARE NOT STATIONARY!!    
Ideally, these would be very flat.    
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xcorr gas lninjuries, lags(10) table  

 

 

At lag 0, there is a -.297 correlation between fuel prices and serious crashes.  Since the scale on 
the IV is in dollars, a one dollar increase in fuel prices corresponds to a 29.7% IMMEDIATE 
reduction in the number of monthly serious vehicle crashes.   

 

However, the additional evidence of non-stationary series is seen given the lack of ‘flat spikes’.  
We need to test for stationarity. 

  

. 

10      -0.4307                    
9       -0.4658                    
8       -0.4724                    
7       -0.5212                    
6       -0.5356                    
5       -0.5155                    
4       -0.4361                    
3       -0.3850                    
2       -0.3429                    
1       -0.3143                    
0       -0.2976                    
-1      -0.3124                    
-2      -0.3310                    
-3      -0.3571                    
-4      -0.3583                    
-5      -0.3299                    
-6      -0.3258                    
-7      -0.3013                    
-8      -0.1897                    
-9      -0.1181                    
-10     -0.0922                    
                                    
 LAG      CORR   [Cross-correlation]
                 -1       0       1

. xcorr gas lninjuries, lags(10) table

. xcorr gas lninjuries, lags(10) xlabel(-10(1)10, grid)
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Let’s examine whether this series is stationary at immediate and specific points in time. One way 
is to use the Augmented Dickey Fuller Test, which tests whether the series has a UNIT ROOT (= 
more than 1 trend in the series).  It identifies if we have non-stationary data (at key lags).  
Remember, the Ho is that the series DOES have a unit root and a p > .05 = a unit root to deal 
with (thus, p < .05 = NO UNIT ROOT, you can move on).   

 

dfuller lninjuries, lags (1) 

 

Test statistic (-2.595) and p value (.0941) indicate there IS A UNIT ROOT.  This means the 
series are not stationary at 1 lag.   

 

Let’s diagnose further at 2 lags. 

dfuller lninjuries, lags (2) 

 

While an improvement (p-value went down to .078), it is still above our acceptable threshold, 
thus indicating both an immediate effect (t-1) and a secondary lagged effect (at t-2). 

In real life, you would have to stop here and find a better fit to make it acceptable.  However, it 
can’t be done with this outcome.  That’s because it’s not a normally distributed outcome to begin 
with.  These results suggest that whatever model we identify, we control for immediate lagged 
effects (plus any additional trends, such as seasonality, which we haven’t really tested for yet). 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0941
                                                                              
 Z(t)             -2.595            -3.556            -2.916            -2.593
                                                                              
               Statistic           Value             Value             Value
                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical
                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root         Number of obs   =        67

. dfuller lninjuries, lags (1)

. 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0786
                                                                              
 Z(t)             -2.674            -3.558            -2.917            -2.594
                                                                              
               Statistic           Value             Value             Value
                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical
                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root         Number of obs   =        66

. dfuller lninjuries, lags (2)
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Examine the Corrgram 

corrgram lninjuries, lags(20) 

 

Why 20 lags now?  Because at alpha .05, we would expect that BY CHANCE 1 out of every 20 
lags will have significant ‘noise’ – but no more than 1/20.  

 

The ACs = correlation between the current value of the outcome (i.e., serious vehicle crashes) 

and the value of the outcome at time periods IMMEDIATELY before it.  So, in the case below, 

the correlation between serious vehicle crashes and serious crashes 2 months prior = .5809 (they 

are smooth averaged).  The AC is often used in model fitting when dealing with a stationary 

series and attempting to identify a MOVING AVERAGE (q) model. 

 

 

The PACs = the correlation between the current value of serious vehicle crashes and its value at 

specific points in time (WITHOUT THE EFFECT of the LAG BETWEEN T and T(lag)).  So, in 

this case, the correlation between serious vehicle crashes in a given month and 4 months ago = 

.1385, without the effect of the 3 previous lags (between T and T(Lag of interest)).  PACs can be 

used to define the autocorrelation in a stationary AR (p) series only. 
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corrgram lninjuries, lags(20) 

 

If no parameters needed modeled, we’d see an exponential decay in the PACFs and possibly the 
ACFs.  We don’t see that here.  We need to control for the underlying trend (notice also the 
PACFs go up a lot in the 12th month – indication of seasonality!).  
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Plotting the ACF and PACF with confidence envelopes allows us to more closely see where the 
significant spikes occur (since we know we do not have a random walk process). 

 

ACF PLOTS 

ac lninjuries 

 

 

Autocorrelation functions indicate there is again no exponential decay to 0 – which is what we 
would have if we had a random process.  And, the spikes indicating autocorrelation appear quite 
early in the process.  So, we need model out the immediate impact time has on the dependent 
variable (i.e., when crashes are high, they’re also high in the previous/next period). 
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PACF PLOTS 

pac lninjuries 

 

Partial autocorrelation functions indicate ALTERNATING POSITIVE/NEGATIVE PACFS, as 
well as spikes every 12 lags (potential seasonality). 

 

 

See the next page on the rules of thumb for model diagnosis. 
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**Diagnosing the model and deciding which parameters to include (copied from Wikipedia 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Box%E2%80%93Jenkins) – very consistent with most texts. 

 
As you can see, diagnosing which parameters to include requires us to examine several 
components of each ARIMA model – since each time series is unique. 

 

 

 

 

My read on these data – it’s most likely either: A) AR1 + 12 month seasonal, or B) AR2 process 
+ 12 month seasonal (depending if that first lag drops when we control for seasonality). 

  

Shape Indicated Model 

Exponential, decaying to zero Autoregressive model. Use the partial autocorrelation plot to 
identify the order of the autoregressive model. 

Alternating positive and negative, 
decaying to zero 

Autoregressive model. Use the partial autocorrelation plot to help 
identify the order. 

One or more spikes, rest are 
essentially zero 

Moving average model, order identified by where plot becomes 
zero. 

Decay, starting after a few lags Mixed autoregressive and moving average (ARMA) model. 

All zero or close to zero Data are essentially random. 

High values at fixed intervals Include seasonal autoregressive term. 

No decay to zero Series is not stationary. 
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Let’s Compare Some Models 

arima lninjuries, ar(1, 12) 

 

Both autoregressive parameter estimates are statistically significant, indicating they fit the data. 

 

predict res1, r      [“, r” = residuals.] 

 

This command also saves the residuals for this model. 

 

  

. 

Note: The test of the variance against zero is one sided, and the two-sided confidence interval is truncated at zero.
                                                                              
      /sigma      .116545   .0109532    10.64   0.000     .0950772    .1380128
                                                                              
        L12.     .4346873   .1318719     3.30   0.001      .176223    .6931515
         L1.     .4677765   .1023164     4.57   0.000       .26724     .668313
          ar  
ARMA          
                                                                              
       _cons     5.512282    .093663    58.85   0.000     5.328706    5.695858
lninjuries    
                                                                              
  lninjuries        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                               OPG
                                                                              

Log likelihood =  48.33935                      Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(2)       =    126.49
Sample:  2004m3 - 2009m11                       Number of obs      =        69

ARIMA regression

Iteration 8:   log likelihood =  48.339347  
Iteration 7:   log likelihood =  48.339346  
Iteration 6:   log likelihood =  48.339339  
Iteration 5:   log likelihood =  48.339064  
(switching optimization to BFGS)
Iteration 4:   log likelihood =  48.338633  
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =  48.337546  
Iteration 2:   log likelihood =  48.334577  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood =  48.297852  
Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  46.971675  
(setting optimization to BHHH)

. arima lninjuries , ar(1, 12)
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Graph the residuals for this initial ARIMA model. 

corrgram res1, lags(20) 

 

 

There is still evidence of significant autocorrelation at the early spikes.  Specifically, lag 2 and 
lag 3 have p values < .05.  That is 2/20, and Lag 4 is marginally significant (p = .08).   

 

I wouldn’t be comfortable moving forward modeling the intervention with this model because 
there is still some un-captured autocorrelation.  Thus, including the intervention would lead to an 
inaccurate read of the potential intervention parameter. 
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Let’s look at the AR2 + 12 month seasonal 

arima lninjuries, ar(2,12) 

 
 

Again, both AR parameter estimates are statistically significant. 

Let’s examine the residuals. 

predict res2, r 

  

Note: The test of the variance against zero is one sided, and the two-sided confidence interval is truncated at zero.
                                                                              
      /sigma     .1181788   .0138414     8.54   0.000     .0910501    .1453075
                                                                              
        L12.     .4634254   .1246355     3.72   0.000     .2191443    .7077065
         L2.     .4308217   .0921213     4.68   0.000     .2502673    .6113761
          ar  
ARMA          
                                                                              
       _cons     5.518806   .0815332    67.69   0.000     5.359004    5.678608
lninjuries    
                                                                              
  lninjuries        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                               OPG
                                                                              

Log likelihood =  47.01635                      Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(2)       =    127.67
Sample:  2004m3 - 2009m11                       Number of obs      =        69

ARIMA regression

Iteration 10:  log likelihood =  47.016353  
Iteration 9:   log likelihood =  47.016353  
Iteration 8:   log likelihood =  47.016346  
Iteration 7:   log likelihood =  47.016236  
Iteration 6:   log likelihood =  47.015624  
Iteration 5:   log likelihood =  46.986913  
(switching optimization to BFGS)
Iteration 4:   log likelihood =  46.956272  
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =  46.955369  
Iteration 2:   log likelihood =    46.8581  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood =  46.704092  
Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  45.447914  
(setting optimization to BHHH)

. arima lninjuries, ar(2,12)
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Now lets graph the residuals and examine the test statistics for noise parameters. 

corrgram res2, lags(20) 

 
Technically speaking (very technically), this model might be a suitable and acceptable fit.  It 

honestly is the best fit I can model.   

 

Lag 1 is significant (lag 1, p < .05, lag 2 is close, p = .07, and no other spikes are significant). 

Due to chance alone, we expect 1/20 to be significant. This will pass the acceptability test.  In 

my view, it doesn’t pass the ‘smell test’. 

 

Here is why - the fact the original outcome data aren’t normally distributed means we ‘waste’ a 

number of transformations that we could use to address other time-variance issues. 

 

  

. 

20      -0.1100  -0.1062   23.208  0.2787                                      
19       0.0668   0.0688   21.998  0.2844                                      
18       0.2083   0.1781    21.56  0.2521                                      
17       0.1712   0.2032   17.394  0.4280                                      
16      -0.0590   0.0185   14.633  0.5517                                      
15      -0.1047   0.0453   14.311  0.5021                                      
14      -0.1903  -0.3413   13.316  0.5018                                      
13       0.0973   0.1110   10.091  0.6865                                      
12       0.0321   0.0981   9.2621  0.6804                                      
11      -0.0664   0.0060   9.1736  0.6059                                      
10      -0.0344  -0.0735   8.8017  0.5510                                      
9        0.0331  -0.0064   8.7037  0.4651                                      
8        0.1173   0.1702   8.6141  0.3759                                      
7        0.0107  -0.0404   7.5092  0.3778                                      
6        0.0581   0.0023   7.5002  0.2770                                      
5        0.0824   0.1275   7.2379  0.2035                                      
4       -0.0787  -0.0309   6.7181  0.1516                                      
3       -0.1218  -0.1202   6.2509  0.1000                                      
2        0.0281  -0.0363   5.1505  0.0761                                      
1        0.2659   0.2666   5.0928  0.0240                                      
                                                                               
 LAG       AC       PAC      Q     Prob>Q  [Autocorrelation]  [Partial Autocor]
                                          -1       0       1 -1       0       1

. corrgram res2, lags(20)

. predict res2, r
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But, for the sake of moving on - we’ve identified a model without the intervention parameter that 
fits our data without violating any major assumptions.   

The next step is to move to the analysis of the intervention.  Again, we need to ‘wash away the 
significant underlying trend’ in the data in order to assess whether the intervention estimate 
influences our outcome above and beyond the trends we observe. 

The model is typed in as: 

arima lninjuries interven, ar(2,12) 

 

The AR parameters are still suitable (i.e., it’s okay that the L2 coefficient isn’t significant at .05 
– that sometimes happens when you add an intervention estimate to the model).  The intervention 
estimate indicates that the logged number of serious vehicle crashes declined by -.182 (Exp(-
.182) = -16.68%) in the post-intervention period relative to the pre-intervention period, 
controlling for serial autocorrelation at immediate as well as seasonal lags. 

Note: The test of the variance against zero is one sided, and the two-sided confidence interval is truncated at zero.
                                                                              
      /sigma     .1127076    .012813     8.80   0.000     .0875946    .1378206
                                                                              
        L12.     .3974475    .149719     2.65   0.008     .1040038    .6908913
         L2.     .2160849   .1249354     1.73   0.084     -.028784    .4609538
          ar  
ARMA          
                                                                              
       _cons     5.608784   .0382502   146.63   0.000     5.533815    5.683753
    interven    -.1825403   .0476371    -3.83   0.000    -.2759074   -.0891732
lninjuries    
                                                                              
  lninjuries        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                               OPG
                                                                              

Log likelihood =  51.56148                      Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(3)       =     44.26
Sample:  2004m3 - 2009m11                       Number of obs      =        69

ARIMA regression

Iteration 9:   log likelihood =  51.561484  
Iteration 8:   log likelihood =  51.561483  
Iteration 7:   log likelihood =  51.561466  
Iteration 6:   log likelihood =  51.561333  
Iteration 5:   log likelihood =  51.556729  
(switching optimization to BFGS)
Iteration 4:   log likelihood =   51.55541  
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =  51.551617  
Iteration 2:   log likelihood =  51.534481  
Iteration 1:   log likelihood =      51.41  
Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  50.545473  
(setting optimization to BHHH)

. arima lninjuries interven , ar(2, 12)
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An examination of the q-statistics from this model indicate the model is appropriate (at least 
technically – in some ways, though again I wouldn’t be very comfortable with it, given the 
significant spike at lag 1). 

predict res3, r 

corrgram res3, lags(20) 

 

Again, our examination of the residuals is less than ideal.  If the model were a really good fit, we 
would see no significant spikes at any of the first 20 lags.   

If there were to be a spike that would cause little concern (1/20, remember) – it would be later in 
the series. 

  

. 

20      -0.1820  -0.2009    20.09  0.4523                                      
19      -0.0569  -0.1427    16.78  0.6048                                      
18       0.0799   0.0573   16.463  0.5603                                      
17       0.0746   0.1127   15.849  0.5346                                      
16      -0.1254  -0.0763   15.324  0.5010                                      
15      -0.1253  -0.0295    13.87  0.5354                                      
14      -0.2327  -0.3493   12.446  0.5705                                      
13       0.0337   0.0399   7.6223  0.8673                                      
12      -0.0284  -0.0132   7.5226  0.8212                                      
11      -0.0295   0.0532   7.4535  0.7613                                      
10      -0.0666  -0.1318   7.3801  0.6891                                      
9        0.0352   0.0079   7.0114  0.6359                                      
8        0.1093   0.1470   6.9103  0.5463                                      
7        0.0051  -0.0422   5.9514  0.5454                                      
6        0.0497   0.0224   5.9493  0.4289                                      
5        0.0532   0.0949   5.7571  0.3306                                      
4       -0.0423  -0.0105   5.5407  0.2362                                      
3       -0.0682  -0.1125   5.4061  0.1444                                      
2        0.1164   0.0673   5.0606  0.0796                                      
1        0.2377   0.2399   4.0703  0.0436                                      
                                                                               
 LAG       AC       PAC      Q     Prob>Q  [Autocorrelation]  [Partial Autocor]
                                          -1       0       1 -1       0       1

. corrgram res3, lags(20)
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Remember in t-tests, we estimated the decline in the monthly number of serious traffic crashes to 
be roughly 21.2%?   

Well, when controlling for underlying trends in the series, the estimated effect was reduced to 
roughly -16.68%.  This is almost always the case in all statistics!!! The more expected variation 
you model, the less impact a specific estimate has on an outcome.  

When we do not control for underlying factors (i.e., the influence of some extraneous and 
important force) – we overstate our conclusions! 

 

Feel free to add the gas variable to the model just to add a time-varying control shown to predict 
changes in vehicle crashes (to have a more theoretically accurate model). 

arima lninjuries interven gas, ar(2,12) 

 
While not a significant parameter itself – it does appear to reduce some of the magnitude of the 
intervention coefficient (to roughly 16.4%). 

 

If you have other time-varying measures to include that might explain changes in serious vehicle 
crashes, this would be the time to incorporate them into the analysis and to add their results to 
your table(s). 

. 

    confidence interval is truncated at zero.
Note: The test of the variance against zero is one sided, and the two-sided
                                                                              
      /sigma      .112553   .0128135     8.78   0.000      .087439    .1376671
                                                                              
        L12.       .40296    .148795     2.71   0.007     .1113272    .6945928
         L2.     .2096333   .1261483     1.66   0.097    -.0376128    .4568795
          ar  
ARMA          
                                                                              
       _cons     5.631588   .0657229    85.69   0.000     5.502773    5.760402
         gas    -.0100956   .0265996    -0.38   0.704      -.06223    .0420387
    interven    -.1808366   .0475592    -3.80   0.000     -.274051   -.0876223
lninjuries    
                                                                              
  lninjuries        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                               OPG
                                                                              

Log likelihood =  51.62919                      Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(4)       =     41.95
Sample:  2004m3 - 2009m11                       Number of obs      =        69

ARIMA regression
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Concluding Thoughts - ARIMA 

This leads me to my next point.  Which of these statistics should I present in my paper?  My 
answer is that there is no ONE PERFECT analysis to display and write about.   

 

Although not an interrupted time series analysis per say – the Kovandzic et al. (2009) approach 
(Table 3, pp. 819-820) serves as a very good guide.  I’ve followed this type of model in my own 
research, keeping in mind interested readers are interested in the confidence interval around an 
estimate as well as whether or not an intervention estimate is statistically significant.3   

 

I find it best to show the reader of your paper how robust the intervention estimate is when 
modeling in different ways.  The consistency and magnitude of an intervention estimate is 
probably the most important dimension.  

 

 

 

Now, the ARIMA model used here was less than ideal.  That is because in criminology and 
criminal justice (in particular), we often model event count data.   

These data are notorious for being non-normalized.  A widely used alternative approach to 
modeling event count data with skewed outcomes is to rely on maximum likelihood estimation.  
That is what we will focus on next. 

 

 

  

                                                             
3 Kovandzic, T.V., Vieraitis, L.M., & Boots, D.P. (2009). Does the death penalty save lives? New evidence from 
state panel data, 1977 to 2006. Criminology and Public Policy, 8, 803-843. 
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Maximum Likelihood Event Count Time Series Analysis 
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As you have learned in the analysis of cross sectional data, when the outcome variable is not 
approximately normal – maximum likelihood estimation is an appropriate regression modeling 
alternative (Long and Freese, 2003).4  

Count data models assume the process that generates the events being measured are independent 
of time.  This is referred to as a ‘memoryless’ process. 

The time between events is assumed to be independent and exponentially distributed. 

The two most common methods for analyzing event counts are Poisson and Negative Binominal 
regressions.   

The selection of the model sometimes depends on the form of the outcome - see both Osgood 
(2000) as well as Berk and MacDonald (2008) for a review of relevant considerations.5 

Advantages (over ARIMA) 

• You can model non-normalized time series (skewed outcomes) 

What are some of the problems with ML Time Series? 

• Beyond functional form assumptions, Poisson regression models assume events are 
independent.  

• Beyond functional form assumptions, negative binomial (and generalized event count 
models) assumes a particular TYPE of dependence (simple trending data).   

• The inclusion of a lagged dependent variable to control for serial autocorrelation in each 
model implies a growth rate, which is only appropriate when we have a non-stationary 
series (though even in this case, it doesn’t always solve the problem). 

• Thus, the model estimation itself is even more of an art – and is going to be more 
initiative than ARIMA or other time series approaches. 

 

  

                                                             
4 Long, J. S., & Freese, J. (2003). Regression models for categorical dependent variables using Stata. College 
Station, TX: Stata Corporation. 
5 Berk, R., & MacDonald, J.M. (2008). Overdispersion and Poisson regression. Journal of Quantitative 
Criminology, 24:269–284. 
Osgood, D.W. (2000). Poisson-Based Regression Analysis of Aggregate Crime Rates. Journal of Quantitative 
Criminology 16:21-43. 
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If the outcome that isn’t normal (or approximately normal) we may want to use ML estimation 
for our time series analysis.  In our case, injuries (not transformed) fit this type of distribution.  

summarize injuries, detail 

 

You’ll note that the outcome is not approximately normal in that it is heavily skewed (variance = 
1800, mean = 248.8, kurtosis is 2.717). 

histogram injuries, normal 

 

. 

99%          361            361       Kurtosis       2.717534
95%          319            345       Skewness       .3918806
90%          315            323       Variance       1800.133
75%          277            319
                        Largest       Std. Dev.      42.42798
50%          246                      Mean           248.8841

25%          220            185       Sum of Wgt.          69
10%          196            184       Obs                  69
 5%          185            176
 1%          166            166
      Percentiles      Smallest
                                                             
                          injuries

. summarize injuries, detail
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twoway (tsline injuries) 
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Let’s begin with an initial model (negative binomial regression of injuries modeling the 
intervention (0/1): 

xi: nbreg injuries interven, r dispersion(mean) 

A couple of minor points.   

xi:nbreg = time series negative binomial distinction. 

, r  = option for estimation using the Huber-White sandwich estimators (also called Huber-White 
se, Eicker-White se, or Eicker-Huber-White se (given the different versions available in the 
different STATA versions).  The reason these are included is there is an assumption that errors 
have the same variance across all observation points.  When this is not the case, the errors 
become heteroscedastic-consistent.  The coefficients will be exactly the same without the use of 
robust standard errors, but the standard errors now take into account lack of normality in the 
errors (you will see this later). 

dispersion(mean) = default dispersion model in STATA (can also run dispersion(constant)). 

 

Onto the results 

 

The intervention estimate in this model suggests a decline between pre/post intervention (-.238 
or Exp(-.238) = -21.2%). 

 

Since we’re going to do model comparison, lets save the results from the log-pseudolikelihood . 

scalar m1 = e(ll)     [note: LL in small letters]  

 

. 

                                                                              
       alpha     .0101506    .002294                      .0065181    .0158075
                                                                              
    /lnalpha    -4.590219   .2259986                     -5.033169    -4.14727
                                                                              
       _cons     5.644858   .0221747   254.56   0.000     5.601396    5.688319
    interven    -.2387214   .0290844    -8.21   0.000    -.2957258    -.181717
                                                                              
    injuries        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -331.10757                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
Dispersion           = mean                       Wald chi2(1)    =      67.37
Negative binomial regression                      Number of obs   =         69
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Compare the predicted values for this simple step function by comparing against our actual data. 

predict yhat1, n 

twoway (tsline yhat1 injuries) 

 

While there seems to be an abrupt permanent change in the series, there are certainly additional 
and systematic shocks in the data that need to be included to capture the underlying trend(s). 

Given the consistent shocks, and what we know about traffic crashes in the Midwest, we want to 
include a series of controls for seasonality.  Since we have declared the data to be time series 
data – we can use the i.variable to generate seasonal fixed effects (i.e., monthly dummy variables 
with the 1st measure (January) excluded – which serves as the reference category). 

**Also, unfortunately, we cannot predict residuals with a simple predict function in ML time 
series analysis.  But, we can generate them 

gen residuals1 = injuries – yhat1  [creates new variable observation-prediction] 

histogram residuals1, normal  [visual plot, not perfect but not too bad]  
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Since there are clearly seasonal influences, lets add this to our model. 

xi: nbreg injuries interven i.month, r dispersion(mean) 

 

Again the intervention parameter is significant (b=-.242, se = .022, p < .01), but now we’ve 
controlled for seasonality.  Is this a better model (statistically)?  Certainly, the evidence that 
some of the monthly variables show a significant correlation with crashes with injuries suggests 
it may be. 

 

But, do we have a statistically significant better model, in terms of model fit????  Let’s see. 

scalar m2 = e(ll)             [note LL in small letters] 

 

  

. 

                                                                              
       alpha     .0043495   .0011279                      .0026164    .0072305
                                                                              
    /lnalpha    -5.437701   .2593203                     -5.945959   -4.929443
                                                                              
       _cons     5.633148   .0578395    97.39   0.000     5.519785    5.746512
  _Imonth_12    -.0229146   .0719722    -0.32   0.750    -.1639775    .1181483
  _Imonth_11    -.0016034    .075019    -0.02   0.983    -.1486378    .1454311
  _Imonth_10     .1543949   .0641391     2.41   0.016     .0286847    .2801052
   _Imonth_9     .0518277   .0608953     0.85   0.395    -.0675249    .1711803
   _Imonth_8    -.0142862   .0662762    -0.22   0.829    -.1441851    .1156127
   _Imonth_7    -.0007156   .0639911    -0.01   0.991    -.1261359    .1247048
   _Imonth_6    -.0210155    .061627    -0.34   0.733    -.1418021    .0997711
   _Imonth_5     .1181402   .0668666     1.77   0.077    -.0129159    .2491962
   _Imonth_4      .044081   .0583883     0.75   0.450     -.070358      .15852
   _Imonth_3    -.0568317   .0735899    -0.77   0.440    -.2010652    .0874019
   _Imonth_2    -.1573145   .0742993    -2.12   0.034    -.3029385   -.0116905
    interven    -.2421271   .0224265   -10.80   0.000    -.2860823   -.1981719
                                                                              
    injuries        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -313.33782                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
Dispersion           = mean                       Wald chi2(12)   =     175.91
Negative binomial regression                      Number of obs   =         69
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Here is how to have stata calculate a model fit comparison. 

di "chi2(11) = " 2*(m2-m1)   [2 x LL diff. 11 new variables] 
 
di "Prob > chi2 = "chi2tail(11, 2*(m2-m1))  [again, difference in 11 variables] 
 
 
Notes: what is in parenthesis is what will display in output for each line. 
First line is 2*LL difference.   
 
Second line is the p-value (on a Chi-Square distribution with 11 df (since there were 11 new 
variables added to the model). 
 

 

 

We see a statistically significant difference between the models, which suggests the inclusion of 
the monthly dummy variables significantly improved our model (p = .0002018). 

 

  

prob > chi2=.0002018
. di "prob > chi2=" chi2tail(11,2*(m2-m1))

chi2(11)=35.539499
. di "chi2(11)=" 2*(m2-m1)

. scalar m2 = e(ll)
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But, how does this model fit the data?   

predict yhat2, n 

 

twoway(tsline yhat2 injuries) 

 

That’s a pretty darn close model fit….but, there is still some evidence of a trend in the series 
(mean non-stationarity).  We can add a trend variable. 

Also, we want to examine the residuals in this model. 

gen residuals2 = injuries – yhat2 

histogram residuals2, normal 
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There is still evidence of a slight downward trend in the data. 

 

Gen t = _n      [Creates a sequential variable, 1-69] 

 

Let’s run a new model with the inclusion of the trend term. 

xi: nbreg injuries interven i.month t, r dispersion(mean) 

 

Now we see the trend variable (t) is negative and strongly significant.  We also see the 
intervention estimate is no longer significant at p = .05 (though it is very close and is marginally 
significant at p = .065).   

 

Perhaps MOST IMPORTANTLY, the estimated impact of the intervention is reduced a great 
deal (b = -.0662 or roughly -6.4%). 

  

. 

                                                                              
       alpha     .0016898   .0009343                      .0005717    .0049941
                                                                              
    /lnalpha    -6.383164   .5529055                     -7.466839   -5.299489
                                                                              
       _cons     5.704532   .0448698   127.14   0.000     5.616588    5.792475
           t    -.0050805   .0009612    -5.29   0.000    -.0069643   -.0031966
  _Imonth_12    -.0291448   .0493694    -0.59   0.555    -.1259071    .0676175
  _Imonth_11     .0055415   .0522936     0.11   0.916    -.0969521    .1080352
  _Imonth_10     .1575189   .0499475     3.15   0.002     .0596236    .2554142
   _Imonth_9     .0491784   .0421956     1.17   0.244    -.0335235    .1318803
   _Imonth_8     .0073133   .0487037     0.15   0.881    -.0881443    .1027709
   _Imonth_7     .0160154   .0553371     0.29   0.772    -.0924434    .1244741
   _Imonth_6    -.0085651   .0574081    -0.15   0.881    -.1210828    .1039526
   _Imonth_5     .1261785    .056342     2.24   0.025     .0157502    .2366067
   _Imonth_4     .0464275   .0428585     1.08   0.279    -.0375736    .1304285
   _Imonth_3     -.059428   .0525481    -1.13   0.258    -.1624205    .0435644
   _Imonth_2    -.1520937    .062927    -2.42   0.016    -.2754285    -.028759
    interven    -.0662079   .0359445    -1.84   0.065    -.1366577    .0042419
                                                                              
    injuries        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -300.51952                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
Dispersion           = mean                       Wald chi2(13)   =     442.33
Negative binomial regression                      Number of obs   =         69
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Let’s compare model fit (to see if this is a significant MODEL improvement). 

scalar m3 = e(ll)      [note LL in small letters] 

di "chi2(1) = " 2*(m3-m2)         [2 x LL diff. 1 new variable] 
 
di "Prob > chi2 = "chi2tail(1, 2*(m3-m2))       [again, difference in 1 variable] 
 

 

We see a statistically significant model improvement when comparing the null hypothesis that 
the two models are equal. 

How does this model fit the data??? 

predict yhat3, n 

twoway (tsline yhat3 injuries) 

 

 

. 

Prob > chi2 = 4.121e-07
. di "Prob > chi2 = "chi2tail(1, 2*(m3-m2))

chi2(1) = 25.636599
. di "chi2(1) = " 2*(m3-m2)

. scalar m2 = e(ll)
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It will be hard to beat this model in terms of accurately fitting the data.  We also see the 
magnitude of the intervention effect reduced a great deal, but still marginal. 

gen residual3 = injuries – yhat3 

histogram residual3, normal 

 

 

 

The residuals aren’t ideal (left skewed), but I would not see them as overly problematic either 
(mainly because we did include the Huber White Robust Standard Errors to control for some 
non-normality in the residuals).  Otherwise our s.e. would likely be biased due to some 
heteroscedasticity. 
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Not to go through in class, but you can do on your own. 

The data in the last year (2009) seemed to fit the model a little less well – so I attempted to add a 

dummy variable (2009 = 1, all other years = 0) – but it didn’t improve model fit. 

gen zero9 = 0       [make a variable where all values = 1] 

replace zero9 = 1 if year > 2008 & year < 2010  [note: = 2009 doesn’t work] 

**Added variable to model** 

 

I also added a trend-squared variable again with no improvement in fit. 

gen t2 = t^2 

**Added variable to model** 

 

 

Concluding Interpretation and Final Analyses 

After we have included appropriate controls for the trends in our data, we see the estimated 

‘intervention effect’ reduced in magnitude from roughly minus 23-24% to minus 16.4% (with 

ARIMA estimation) to minus 6.4% (with NB Time Series Analysis).  It was NEVER 23-24%.  

High end of the estimate (though not the CI) is roughly 16.4% and the low end is -6.4%. 

 

The inclusion of the trend variable in the ML time series analysis washed away much of the 

effect.  However, it’s also possible the trend variable over-estimates the trend by taking away 

some of the impact estimate.  I find it best to present the results of various models to readers so 

that the range of estimates is given. 

 

As a side note, when looking at a longer time series, we found the intervention to be significant 

at p < .05 (instead of marginally significant at .10), and the effect to be somewhere between 8 to 

15%.  Longer time series data is often useful in improving statistical power and strengthens our 

confidence in interpretation. 
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Predicted Probabilities (From the Poisson Time Series Model) 

A final analysis I want to show you is the use of predicted probabilities comparing the potential 
magnitude of the intervention impact. It is typically best to save running (and displaying these) 
from a final model. 

Unfortunately, you cannot run the prvalue (or prchange) command when using time-series 
operators in the negative binomial regression.   

You CAN calculate prvalue/prchange with standard Poisson (including robust se), standard 
Negative Binomial (including robust se), and time series Poisson (including robust se). 

This is also why there is no pseudo r^2 with the use of ROBUST STANDARD errors when 
running the time series negative binomial regression (vce(robust), or r). 

Given that negative binomial is a simple extension of the Poisson framework, it is reasonable to 
compare estimation (coefficients, s.e., predicted/observed data).  Your results will very likely be 
virtually identical.   

You have the option to simply present the Poisson results (use Berk and MacDonald, 2008) as a 
reference – and note the NB results were identical.  Or, present the NB and add as an appendix 
the results of the Poisson model (or final Poisson model). 

Consistent with our final model we found to fit the data, run: 

 

xi: poisson injuries interven i.month t, r 

[Note the extremely consistent similarity between results] 

But, what is the MAGNITUDE of IMPACT of the marginally significant intervention? 
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After the model, type: 

prvalue, x(interven =0) rest(mean) save 

 

Predicted incident rate when the intervention is set to 0 (pre-intervention) and all controls are set 
at their mean values = 255.45.  

. 

x=          35
             t

x=   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .07246377
     _Imonth_7   _Imonth_8   _Imonth_9  _Imonth_10  _Imonth_11  _Imonth_12

x=           0   .07246377   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652
      interven   _Imonth_2   _Imonth_3   _Imonth_4   _Imonth_5   _Imonth_6

  Pr(y=9|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=8|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=7|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=6|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=5|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=4|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=3|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=2|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=1|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Pr(y=0|x):          0.0000   [-0.0000,    0.0000]
  Rate:               255.45   [ 244.05,    266.85]
                                95% Conf. Interval

Confidence intervals by delta method

poisson: Predictions for injuries

. prvalue, x(interven =0) rest(mean) save
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prvalue, x(interven=1) rest(mean) dif 

 

Predicted incident rate when the intervention is set to 0 (pre-intervention) and all controls are set 
at their mean values = 239.13. 

 

You see the change in the predicted probabilities of injury crashes per month that can potentially 
attributed to the intervention – a reduction from 255.45 per month to 239.13 (a total of -16.32), 
all else equal.   

 

This equates to a 6.4% change (look familiar?), but displays how many incidents this would 
reflect given our current data. 

  

. 

Saved=          35
                 t

Saved=   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .07246377
         _Imonth_7   _Imonth_8   _Imonth_9  _Imonth_10  _Imonth_11  _Imonth_12

Saved=           0   .07246377   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652
          interven   _Imonth_2   _Imonth_3   _Imonth_4   _Imonth_5   _Imonth_6

Current=   .08695652   .07246377          35
          _Imonth_11  _Imonth_12           t

Current=   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652
           _Imonth_6   _Imonth_7   _Imonth_8   _Imonth_9  _Imonth_10

Current=           1   .07246377   .08695652   .08695652   .08695652
            interven   _Imonth_2   _Imonth_3   _Imonth_4   _Imonth_5

  Pr(y=9|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=8|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=7|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=6|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=5|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=4|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=3|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=2|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=1|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Pr(y=0|x):          0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  [-0.0000,   0.0000]
  Rate:               239.13    255.45   -16.327  [-33.7755,  1.1217]
                     Current     Saved    Change   95% CI for Change

Confidence intervals by delta method

poisson: Change in Predictions for injuries

. prvalue, x(interven=1) rest(mean) dif
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Final points (ML Time Series): This example worked because serial autocorrelation was likely 
not a huge driving force (hard to test for it in ML regression).  If the data don’t fit the 
predications, a stop-gap solution is the use of a lagged dependent variable (that serves as a 
control for AR1 correlation).  But, this approach is very limited. 

The new ARPOIS program package (type “net search arpois.ado”) in STATA is growing in 
popularity.  It is a poisson regression that allows for the inclusion of autoregressive terms and 
overdispersion.  There is some documentation online.  arpios injuries interven monthly dummies 
trend, r ar(1) shows modest significant -7% (p = .08) reduction. Without trend, estimate = -.23.  

Additional points to think about (among many others) as you begin to run your own TS models: 

• How do I interpret significant + and significant – coefficients in interrupted time series 
models?  VERY CAREFULLY!  Interventions are often calibrated with 
individuals/places in MOST NEED.  It’s very possible incidents will continue their 
current trend before an effect is observed.  Also, just because crime ‘goes down’ doesn’t 
mean the program/intervention was the driving force.  Aside from measurement and 
theory – appropriate comparison data can go a long way to alleviate these concerns. 
 

• Are my measures consistent (valid and reliable) across the ENTIRE SERIES?  This is a 
major assumption that isn’t always true with crime data.  MEASUREMENT, 
MEASUREMENT, MEASUREMENT! 
 

• If you have an approximately normal distribution in an outcome, but have several 
negative numbers or zeros – should you add a constant so that you can later use the log 
transformation in ARIMA?  It’s not a simple answer.  Many researchers do (they 
typically add an arbitrary number so that all numbers are above 0, say + .5 or +3.0).  
Econometricians use a Heckman procedure to determine the appropriate constant to add.  
The use of arbitrary constants is less of a problem with cross-sectional data, but raises 
concerns among econometricians when analyzing time series data. 
 

• What is the appropriate unit of analysis when studying geographic crime trends?  There 
are a number of articles and books that cover this topic in detail.  Think about this: small 
geographic units are typically preferred in the study of ‘crime and place’.  However, too 
small a unit will lead to very small incident counts.  Too large a unit will lead to larger 
numbers (for trends) but will be meaningless in terms of geography.  Finding a suitable 
balance is the key.  
 

• What if I have rolling intervention dates?  Is an interrupted time series design 
appropriate?  The short answer is, probably not (unless you can break the data into 
distinct series pre/post.  Standard panel designs are typically more appropriate. 
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Task: Complete the following analyses and fill in the following table. 
 
 

1. A) Run a negative binomial regression where you predict the impact of the 
intervention on fatal accidents without any additional controls (call it Model 1).   
 
B) Be sure to save the scalar (call it “hwmodel1”) so you can compare model fit statistics.   
 
C) Examine the predicted values (call it “hwyhat1”) and generate (and examine) the 
residuals (“hwresiduals1”) for this model. 
 
 
 

2. A) Run a negative binomial regression where you predict the impact of the 
intervention on fatal accidents and include monthly dummy variables (call it Model 
2).   
 
B) Be sure to save the scalar (call it “hwmodel2”) so you can compare model fit statistics, 
and run the LL analysis. 
 
C) Examine the predicted values (call it “hwyhat2”) and generate (and examine) the 
residuals (“hwresiduals2”) for this model. 

 
 
 

3. A) Run a negative binomial regression where you predict the impact of the 
intervention on fatal accidents and include a trend variable (t), but do not include 
monthly controls for seasonality since this didn’t improve model fit (call it Model 3).6   
 
B) Be sure to save the scalar (call it “hwmodel3”) so you can compare model fit statistics, 
and run the LL analysis (note: COMPARE AGAINST MODEL 1). 
 
C) Examine the predicted values (call it “hwyhat3”) and generate (and examine) the 
residuals (“hwresiduals3”) for this model. 

  

                                                             
6 You may note this NB model isn’t a significantly better fit than the standard Poisson model (Wald Chi-Square p > 
.05).  Feel free to run as a xi: poisson regression. 
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 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Coefficient B SE P B SE P B SE P 
Intervention          
Feb --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Mar --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Apr --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
May --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Jun --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Jul --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Aug --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Sept --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Oct --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Nov --- --- ---    --- --- --- 
Trend --- --- --- --- --- ---    
          

L(P)L    
L(P)L = Log pseudolikelihood 
 
Question: Given your analysis of the predictions and residuals, why do you think these data are 
difficult to model? 
 
 
Answer: The number of observations per month is pretty small (range is typically between 0 – 4 
fatal incidents).  There is no consistent underlying trend in the data across the different models.  
Most of these models do not fit these data.  Even if the intervention were significant (which it is 
not in the case of fatal incidents), it would be difficult to ‘wash out’ the pre-existing trends 
because they are UNSTABLE.  
 
 
The point: While it is always possible to run time series analyses and control for 
THEORETEICAL TRENDS, sometimes it just doesn’t match the data you will have in real 
life.  The best alternative is finding a suitable control group, or to use a measure with more 
consistent variability that you can ‘de-trend’.   
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HW Code Answers:  
1. A) xi: nbreg fatals interven, r dispersion(mean) 

 
B) scalar hwmodel1 = e(ll) 
 
C) predict hwyhat1, n 
gen hwresidual1 = fatals – hwyhat1 
histogram hwresidual1, normal 
twoway (tsline fatals hwyhat1) 
 

2. A) xi: nbreg fatals interven i.month, r dispersion(mean) 
 
B) scalar hwmodel2= e(ll) 
di “chi2(11) =” 2*(hwmodel2-hwmodel1) 
di “prob > Chi2 =" chi2tail(11,2*(hwmodel2-hwmodel1)) 
 
C) predict hwyhat2, n 
gen hwresidual2 = fatals – hwyhat2 
histogram hwresidual2, normal 
twoway (tsline fatals hwyhat2) 
 
 

3. A) xi: nbreg fatals interven t, r dispersion(mean) 
 
B) scalar hwmodel3= e(ll) 
di “chi2(1) =” 2*(hwmodel3-hwmodel1) 
di “prob > Chi2 =" chi2tail(1,2*(hwmodel3-hwmodel1)) 
 
C) predict hwyhat3, n 
gen hwresidual3 = fatals – hwyhat3 
histogram hwresidual3, normal 
twoway (tsline fatals hwyhat3) 
 


